Zero displacement microelectromechanical force sensor using feedback control Conventional microscale force sensors use moving parts to infer applied forces. Whenever physical deformations are involved, the sensor characteristics become a function of mechanical parameters, and there is an inevitable trade-off between the sensitivity and measurement range. We developed a microfabricated force sensor that uses feedback control to nullify any displacements within the device, directly transducing forces as high as 1.5 mN with a 7.8 nN resolution. The range and sensitivity of the device no longer depend on mechanical parameters, which allow the same device to be used to test samples with a wide range of stiffnesses without loss of accuracy. Accurate quantification of mechanical forces and displacements at micro/nano size scales is crucial for a myriad of applications, including characterization of biological tissues [1] [2] [3] and cells, [4] [5] [6] microgripping/manipulation 7, 8 of particulate matter, and mechanical reliability of nanoscale structures 9 to name a few. Silicon based microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have received a significant attention as miniaturized force sensors due to their high sensitivity and customizability as well as the availability of cost-effective batch fabrication techniques. Typically, a MEMS force sensor consists of mechanical sensory parts (such as a shuttle 10 or deformable structures 11 ) that move under applied forces and the corresponding circuitry transducing this mechanical displacement into an electrical signal. The force values can then be determined taking into account the detected displacements and the mechanical stiffness of the device.
This conventional approach has several drawbacks: First, when the deformations are involved, the range and sensitivity of the sensor become a function of mechanical parameters. There is an inevitable trade-off between the sensitivity and measurement range where the stiffness of the sensor plays the most important role in the sensor performance. Low stiffness systems provide high sensitivity accompanied with a low sensing range, whereas higher stiffnesses result in a greater sensing range while reducing the sensitivity. Moreover, the stiffness of the deformed sensing element also becomes displacement dependant at large deformations, hence, leading to nonlinearity in sensor response. Second, sensors with moving parts are not adequate in applications requiring high level of dexterity and manipulation accuracy. Unavoidable slacks in the sensory element could be detrimental when handling delicate biological samples 12 or characterising dynamic response of rate sensitive materials. 2 Whilst micro sensors with force feedback can be implemented to partially overcome this latter limitation, 13 feedback control alone is not sufficient to eliminate the substantial effect of the sensor stiffness on measurement range/accuracy.
To address these issues, we developed a MEMS force sensor that uses feedback control to nullify any mechanical motion within the device, directly transducing forces without incurring any displacements. Despite being widely used in accelerometers, 14 force sensor studies employing "forcebalancing" with feedback control are limited in the open literature. The concept is to negate displacement of the sensor by using a feedback signal to actuate a second set of transduction elements in order to balance the applied force. Some earlier studies demonstrated this approach using centimeter scale cantilevers with embedded piezoelectric actuating and sensing layers (on the top and bottom surface, respectively), 15 and others have investigated applicability of a comb drive system for increased dynamic range of force measurement. 16 In this mode of operation, the range and sensitivity of the sensor become a function of actuator parameters, as opposed to mechanical properties, which allows greater freedom in the design. In addition, the need for the mechanical calibration of the force sensor is removed, hence, making the approach useful for testing different samples with varying stiffness values. Here, we demonstrate this advantage by employing the same device to calibrate commercial AFM cantilevers with stiffnesses ranging from 13.17 to 244.42 N/m without loss of accuracy. Other potential advantages of the developed system are in applications, in which a defined strain-rate is required.
The device was fabricated through a commercial 3-mask silicon-on-insulator multi-user MEMS process (SOI-MUMPS). 17 The sensing components consist of compact (50 lm Â 25 lm Â 25 lm) electro-thermal displacement sensors 18 positioned on the sides of a moveable (2.6 mm Â 2 mm wide and 25 lm thick) shuttle mass ( Fig. 1(a) ). The shuttle is supported by 64 slender flexures (1100 lm Â 3.5 lm) to minimize the torsional effects and out-of-plane deflections. Importantly, the device also incorporates three sets of electrostatic comb-drive actuators ( Fig. 1(b) ) which are used to balance the external forces detected by the sensors. The comb drives are controlled by an external feedback control circuit and ensure that the position of the shuttle is held fixed at an equilibrium position, regardless of the applied external forces. The large number of comb-actuators allows a wide force range (maximum force of 1.5 mN), whereas the compact electro-thermal sensing elements ( Fig.  1(c) ) allow the form factor to be small (the entire device fits onto a 3.5 Â 8mm 2 chip). Prior to force application, a 10 V bias voltage applied to the comb-drives displaces the shuttle by 2.07 lm. This initial offset ensures that all voltages throughout the operation are positive and in doing so minimizes the instabilities. Throughout the operation, when the control action is in place, an external force that leads to a transient displacement of the shuttle is compensated by the force generated by the combdrives ( Fig. 1(d) ). Hence, the shuttle remains at the equilibrium position of 2.07 lm, regardless of the external forces. Fig. 2(a) depicts the frequency response data, which is used to identify the open loop transfer function of the system from the input voltage to the electro-thermal sensor output. The measurement shows that the system is of 2nd order with a resonant frequency of 1.497 kHz. When an external force is applied to the tip, displacement of the shuttle leads to a change in the heat flow from the shuttle to the electrothermal displacement sensor. The temperature variations of the resistive heaters alter the resistance that can be read out electrically. In the control loop, the input stimulus to the sensor appears as an input disturbance, "ƒ" (Fig. 2(b) ). Using the feedback signal from the sensory part, a corresponding actuation voltage is then applied to the comb-drive which in return produces the required electrostatic force to compensate the applied external force, thus, the shuttle is moved back to the equilibrium position. Therefore, the control action "V" compensates for the input disturbance, and becomes the output of the sensor. The complete control topology is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The bandwidth of the system is acquired from the complementary sensitivity function, T, of the closed loop system that maps the reference "r" (Fig.  2(c) ) to the electro-thermal sensor output. By setting r ¼ 0, the controller will act to keep the stage in its equilibrium position. The controller can perform reference tracking up to 70 Hz. Hence, minimum response time of the system is estimated to be 14 ms.
This operation principle lends interesting advantages to the measurement of AFM cantilevers. A schematic of the experiments to demonstrate this is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The cantilevers were fixed on a custom-built holder and the force sensor/control circuit assembly was mounted on a motorized stage (Newport M-562-XYZ-LH) actuated by a step motor (NewFocus 8310 picomotor driven by 8751-CL closed-loop picomotor driver). After contact was established with the fixed AFM cantilever tip, the sensor was pushed against the cantilever in 600 nm steps deforming it (Fig. 3(a) ) in the out The topology of the control system. G is the MEMS device with a voltage input and electro-thermal sensor output x. The controller K is designed for disturbance rejection with the reference r ¼ 0. As a sensor, the input disturbance f is the input stimulus and the value of the control action V is the output reading. Of consideration is the effect of the electro-thermal sensor noise n on the force sensor performance. (c) The complementary sensitivity function T of the system. It is the mapping from the reference r to the electro-thermal sensor output x. The control system has reference tracking up to a bandwidth of 70 Hz. of plane direction. Before proceeding with the results, it is useful to briefly discuss the behavior of the sensor with and without the control loop.
In the absence of control action (Fig. 3(b) ), when the stage is displaced by d s , the cantilever would be deflected in the same direction by d c under an applied force F c . Similarly, the movable shuttle tip would displace in the opposite direction by d FS under an equal magnitude reaction force. The relation between the displacements and forces are as follows:
(1)
where k FS is the sensor stiffness, provided by the 64 flexures, and k c is the stiffness of the tested cantilever. The magnitude of d s is known since this is the displacement of the stage introduced to the system by the picomotor (Fig. 3(a) ). However, in the absence of feedback control either d FS or d c have to be measured, and k FS must be determined. Displacements can be optically measured, however, measurement of k FS requires further characterization steps, and is usually acquired separately by externally calibrated sensors 19 or using reference cantilevers with known stiffnesses. 20 Higher number of intermediate steps increases the cumulative uncertainty in the final output of the sensor. Additionally, the stiffness of the shuttle, k FS also substantially affects the sensitivity and sensing range of the sensor. Due to previously mentioned sensitivity-range trade-off, for best precision, the sensor stiffness should be comparable to that of the test sample. Since the deformation is allowed, large deflections result in nonlinear behavior due to stiffening of the flexures that also limits the measurement range. The schematic explanation without the control action is shown in Fig. 3(b) .
When the control is used (Fig. 3(c) ), the shuttle tip is kept steady at the equilibrium position through an electrostatic force, F es , applied by the comb-drives, thus, d FS is zero throughout the loading and the stage movement becomes directly equal to the cantilever deflection ðd c ¼ d s Þ. Hence, the force applied on the cantilever can be expressed as
Since the electrostatic force, F es , generated by the comb drive to nullify the displacement is equal to F C , the applied force is then given as
where, @C @x is the rate of change of capacitance of the combdrives with respect to the position, x and is a constant for the system (calculated through finite element analysis (FEA) simulation, including the effect of fringe fields by using the actual dimensions of the comb drives). The other values are known inputs, V bias is the bias voltage (10 V initially to keep the stage at the equilibrium position when no force is acting on the sensor tip) and V in is a function of the sensor output, the only variable corresponding to the net force acting on the shuttle. (The maximum operating voltage for the combdrives is set to 50 V, in our experiments, after a gain of 20 is applied to the actuation voltage).
When an external force is applied, the transient displacement of the shuttle increases the sensor voltage (Fig. 4(a) ). Simultaneously, control action produces a voltage applied to the combs (V bias is increased to V in ) to cancel the displacement of the shuttle (Fig. 4(b) ) and as a result, the sensor voltage reduces back to zero. Clearly, the transient response of the device depends on the stiffness of the sensor. For the particular case of Fig. 4 , by keeping other parameters the same but decreasing the sensor stiffness, one can expect larger changes in sensor and actuation voltages. However, since the system does not allow variation in the stiffness by nullifying the deformation, the overall effect of sensor stiffness to Returning back to the experiments; we used a single force sensor to characterize mechanical properties of four different AFM cantilevers (1ÂVeecoTAP525, 2ÂVEECO TESPA, and 1ÂNSG01) with calculated 20 stiffnesses of 244.42 N/m, 69.57 N/m, 55.44 N/m, and 13.17 N/m, respectively, using the setup in Fig. 3(a) . All of the tests were repeated four times monitoring V in generated by the combs to nullify the sensor displacement and directly obtaining the corresponding forces using Eq. (3). Similarly, the cantilever deflection d c was obtained by measuring d s throughout the loading. Experimentally, the minimum force we observed was 4.4 lN within a range of 0-1500 lN due to the limited resolution of the measurement equipment. However, evaluation of the noise floor 21 indicates that resolution of the sensor within the 70 Hz bandwidth is 7.8 nN. Fig. 5 shows that there is a good agreement between the experimental load deflection curves and the theoretical predictions obtained through a 3D FEA. 20 The inset, Fig. 5 (b) presents the measured and calculated stiffness values with the corresponding uncertainties (estimated 22 considering Eq. (3) and taking into account any measurement uncertainties in voltage read-out as well as geometric parameters). Relative uncertainties in stiffness measurements (4.24%, 5.80%, 6.74%, and 6.61% for the cantilevers 1 to 4, respectively) are comparable to conventional experimental methods (7.9% through reference cantilever method, 20 5% for the resonant frequency analysis 23 and for thermal tuning 24 ). However, the force balancing approach presented here has a significantly higher range and is relatively insensitive to cantilever geometry and shape.
In conclusion, a series of experiments were conducted to demonstrate the performance of the force sensor based on force balancing principle. It is shown that the device can handle samples with a wide range of stiffnesses without loss of the sensitivity. Hence, the trade-off between sensitivity and sensing range is minimized together with the sensor calibration effort and complexity of the sample characterization.
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